The C. elegans CDK8 Mediator module regulates axon guidance decisions in the ventral nerve cord and during dorsal axon navigation.
Receptors expressed on the growth cone of outgrowing axons detect cues required for proper navigation. The pathway choices available to an axon are in part defined by the set of guidance receptors present on the growth cone. Regulated expression of receptors and genes controlling the localization and activity of receptors ensures that axons respond only to guidance cues relevant for reaching their targets. In genetic screens for axon guidance mutants, we isolated an allele of let-19/mdt-13, a component of the Mediator, a large ~30 subunit protein complex essential for gene transcription by RNA polymerase II. LET-19/MDT-13 is part of the CDK8 module of the Mediator. By testing other Mediator components, we found that all subunits of the CDK8 module as well as some other Mediator components are required for specific axon navigation decisions in a subset of neurons. Expression profiling demonstrated that let-19/mdt-13 regulates the expression of a large number of genes in interneurons. A mutation in the sax-3 gene, encoding a receptor for the repulsive guidance cue SLT-1, suppresses the commissure navigation defects found in cdk-8 mutants. This suggests that the CDK8 module specifically represses the SAX-3/ROBO pathway to ensure proper commissure navigation.